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TO THE PARTICIPANTS: 
The Geological Science Field Trip program is designed to acquaint 
Illinois residents with the landscape, the rock and mineral resources, and 
the geological processes that have led to their origin. With this program, 
we hope to stimulate a general interest in the geology of Illinois and a 
greater appreciation of the state's vast mineral resources and their impor-
tance to the over-all economy. 
We encourage you to ask the tour leaders any questions that may 
occur to you during the trip. Discussion often clarifies points that 
otherwise would remain confused to many of the participants. We also invite 
your written comments upon the conduct of the trips so that we might improve 
them as much as possible. 
Additional copies of this guide leaflet, as well as itineraries 
for field trips that have been held in the past, may be obtained free of 
charge by writing to the Illinois State Geological Survey. The itinerary 
maps for each field trip can be purchased for 10 cents each. 
Several of the stops along this itinerary are located on private 
property whose owners have graciously given us permission to visit their 
lands. Please obey the instructions of your trip leaders and conduct 
yourselves in a manner that will show respect for the property owners' 
cooperation. Please do not litter, or climb on fences, and leave all gates 
as found, so that we may be welcome to return on future field trips. These 
simple rules of courtesy also apply to public property as well. For the 
convenience of those persons who may use this itinerary at some future 
time, the names and addresses of every private property owner are listed 
for the respective stops on a page at the back of this guide leaflet. 
Whenever possible, always attempt to obtain permission when visiting 
private property. 
We hope that you enjoy today's field trip and will attend others 
in the future. 
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· HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS 
of the 
ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
. ~. . .~ 
' ;; 
Geological Survey of Illinois established in 1851. (Frequently called the ... 
"Worthen Survey.") 
J. G. Norwood, Director 1851-1858. Th8 · first official Geological Survey of 
Illinois. Preliminary examination of the geology and mineral resources 
of southern Illinois. Located first in New Harmony, Indiana, and then 
in Springfield, Illinois. 
A. H. Worthen, Director, 1858-1875. Conducted and published the first 
comprehensive county by county study of the geology and mineral 
resources of Illinois. Located in Springfield. 
. . ~ 
Hiatus of 30 years during which Illinois did not have an official geological .. , 
survey. 
Illinois State Geological Survey established in 1905. , \ .. 
H. F. Bain, Director, 1905-1909. Renewed study of geological formations of 
the State with special emphasis on mineral resources. Housed in base-
ment of Noyes Chem~st~y Laboratory on the University of Illinois Campus, 
but operated under a separate commission and budget. Staff was largely 
employed on a part-time basis. 
F. W. DeWolf, Director, 1909-1917; Chief, 1917-1923. Further expansion and 
acceleration of studies of the State's mineral resources. During late 
1909, moved to basement and first floor of Natural History Building. In 
late 1916, moved to third floor of Ceramics Building. 
M. M. Leighton, Chief, 1923-1954. Enlargement in scope of work of Survey 
and development of facilities for an integrated program of research 
involving geologists, chemists, physicists, engineers, and mineral 
economists. Moved to Natural Resour~es Building in mid-1940. Applied 
Research Laboratory completed in 1941. Garage and machine shop ·com-
pleted in 1942. Galena Field Office opened in 1945. Wings added to 
Natural Resources Building in 1950. 
J. C. Frye, Chief, 1954-1974. Further expansion of Survey research program, 
especially in fields of ground-water resources, environmental geology, 
and the use of computers in geological research. Galena Field Office 
closed in 1955. Northeastern Illinois Field Office opened in Naperville 
during 1959; moved to nearby Warrenville in mid-1970. In mid-1972, 
completed construction of the Natural Resources Studies Annex in 
Champaign. 
.. !.,··. 
1;.. ' ·. 
J. A. Simon, Chief, 1974- .. Furthe.r e~P,ns.ion of research programs, especially 
in chemistry and beneficiation of coal and the involvement with local 
and regional planning groups on ground-water supplies and land-use 
problems. 
In addition to the many volumes of field notes and maps, the rock, 
mineral and fossil collections, apd a research. library, the Survey is a > 
repository for drill hole data. It has been estimated that there are various 
types of records from more than 230,000 drill holes in our Geological Records 
Section. ~ore than 13,000 new drill hole records were received in 1976 .• 
More than 800 persons visited this. section in 1976 and 37,804 well records 
. (logs) were lent t:.9 ·.·the public. In a·ddition, some 37,000 +ecords were checked 
'out by staff and visitors for use at the Survey. 
Although_: t:.he duties of. ,the Survey . have been broad, its cons t~ll t 
aim has been to pl~n and cpnduct research that would result in long~range 
advantages to the State's economy. In its research program, the Su~vey 
depends heavily on the accumulated data that forms its geological background 
and on the development .of new .data to fit the special nee4s of t~e pres~nt. 
The financial return to the State's economy in the areas · of co~l . r~search, 
the expansion of known areas of oil and gas accumulation, the development 
of commercial clays, stone, sands, .gravel, fluorspar and ~etals, t~e deyelop-
ment of underground water supplies ,1 ·and the development of ·basic dat·a for 
land-use planning is many times the cost of the operation of the Sur~ey~ 
truly an investment in the future economic health of Illinois and the well-
being ·. of its c~t1..zens. ·' · · ·.·t 
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CHAMPAIGN-URBANA GEOLOGICAL SCIENCE FIELD TR!P 
INTRODUCTION 
A picture of the area--Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the 
geology of the field trip area. It is a drawing of the surface and sides 
of a shallow piece of the Earth's crust, shown cut and lifted out like a 
slice from a cake or a plug from a watermelon. Each of the two sides of the 
block is a geologic section showing a view of the thicker earth and rock 
layers near the surface of the county. Geologists make block diagrams and 
geologic sections by mapping and measuring the thicknesses of the different 
rock and earth layers penetrated by wells and test holes drilled into the 
Earth. 
In Champaign County several hundred feet of layered mud, sand, and 
gravel cover more than six thousand feet of layered rock--beds of limestone, 
sandstone, and mudstone. The soft sediments were laid down in the past 
million or so years, largely by glaciers but also by winds and streams. The 
rock beds are the solidified layers of mud and sand that collected in seas 
and on sinking coasts about 570 to 280 million years ago, the time called 
the Paleozoic Era. 
Paleozoic bedrock--Bedrock does not crop out (show at the surface) 
in Champaign County. It is covered by one to three hundred feet 
of glacial drift. What is known about bedrock has been learned 
chiefly by studying the samples taken from the wells and test 
holes that penetrate the rock layers in the area. 
The Paleozoic layers, or beds, are sedimentary rock. They are the 
compressed cemented layers of mud, sand, shell sands, and chalky muds that 
were deposited across Illinois and the Midwest in shallow seas and in 
coastal deltas, valleys, and lowlands during the Paleozoic Era. The 
earliest of the Paleozoic deposits were laid down on a land surface eroded 
in Precambrian granites, which are igneous rocks that formed when molten 
earth material (magma) cooled in the Earth's crust about 1.2 to 1.5 billion 
years ago. The Paleozoic rocks in Champaign County are as much as 6600 feet 
thick and make up about the outer l/3168th of the Earth's radius (which is 
about 3960 miles). 
As the block diagram shows, the layers of bedrock under the 
county are arched up and inclined. In the late Paleozoic,movements of the 
Earth's crust warped and wrinkled the nearly horizontal sedimentary rock 
layers into a belt of roughly parallel, staggered, up-arched folds called 
anticlines. The anticlines, which are generally a few miles wide and a few 
tens of miles long, extend about 240 miles in a belt from La Salle and Lee 
Counties in north-central Illinois, southeastward through Champaign County, 
to Wabash County and southwestern Indiana. 
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Human use of the bedrock--The bedrock under Champaign County is so 
deeply covered with drift that it has not been q~arried, but it does provide 
other resources. In the northwestern corner and .the· east-central area of . 
the county where the drift is thin, ·· a few wells pump -domestic water supplies 
from porous or fractured parts of the bedrock. Petroleum has been produced 
from the Hayes oil field discovered in 1963 on the south line of the county, 
southwest of Pesotum. The Hayes field has yielded almost 155,000 barrels of 
oil, but there is evidently little or no . P~Qduction from it now. The oil 
comes from porous b~drock in the_ crest of an anticline. Natural gas, brought 
to the county by pipeline, is st.ored irt _a different layer of porous bedrock __ 
several hundred feet below the o·il-p~oducing layers · in this anticline. 
There are two natural gas storage facilities in bedrock in the 
county. The Tuscola Project is located on the Hayes field. The Manlove 
Project is north of Mahomet. Both projects pump pipeline gas from the 
south into the Mt. Simon Sandstone during the warmer, low-demand months and 
store the gas to meet the heavy winter demands. 
Coal will evidently be mined in Champaign ·County ·in the next 
several decades • . A large underground field is being leased now which 
includes coal seams underlying the eastern side of this county and western 
Vermilion County. 
Old bedrock land surface--The heavy line drawn between the 
Paleozoic bedrock and the Pleistocene glacial deposits represents . 
an unconformity and the old land surface eroded on bedroc~ that wa~_ 
buried by the glac·iers and their meltwaters. The depressfon in · 
the bedrock surface under Mahomet depicts a section of the buried ... , 
Mahomet v·alley. Before the glaciers overrode and buried it, the Mahomet 
Valley contained a great river -the size of the Mississippi. This river 
called the Ancient Teays flowed from West Virginia, across Ohio ·and Indiana, 
to central Illinois where it joined the ancestor of the ·present Illinois 
River. 
The old bedrock land surface was created by almost 280 million 
years of erosion. Almost all of the Illinqis region has been above sea level 
most of the time since near the end of the Paleozoic Era. In that very · lo~g 
time, streams flowing across the land eroded it deeply, perhaps removing as 
much as a 5000-foot thickness of bedrock from its surface. 
The surface of contact between the Pleistocene glacial deposits 
and the Paleozoic bedrock is c·alled an _unconformity. Along this unconformity, 
glacial deposits possibly as much as a million years old lie upon _bedrock 
that is several hundred million years old. Missing are the rock layers <' 
that might record the several hundred million years between Paleozoic -and 
Pleistocene time. These either were ·not laid down or were stripped away by 
erosion. 
Glacial Deposit~ (till, siltL~and, and gravel)--Glaciers from 
Canada--mile-thick ice streams several hundred miles wide--flowed 
southward across Champaign County a number of times in the past 
m~llion or so years. · The glaciers, and the meltwaters from them, 
J' 
-;' , ··, 
,:> 
,: 
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left glacial drift several hundtdd f~~t - thfck ~o~ering the whole county. 
The glaciers themselves deposite'c( layet~·. of gr·ave.~.ly, sandy gray or brown 
clay called till. Streams flowing off :the ~~lting ice left behind layered, 
washed, and size-sorted deposi~~ of sand and gravel called out~ash and . ice 
contact drift~ · · ·· · 
Canada and the northern ~arts of the United States, Europe, and 
Asia have been covered ~y · thick ice fields at least four times in the past 
million years. · During these giacial stages the Earth's climate cooled. a 
little ' for periods lasting tens of thousands of years.' Winter snow in 
Canada and the other near Arctic lands did not melt completely away in the 
summers as it does now. Gradually the snow fields thickened and became . 
continental ice sheets that were· Perhaps as much as ld,ooo feei: _ thi~k near 
their centers. The out-flowing -edges of the Canaqian ice sheets that moved 
; . 1 .. -. 
·• southward, downslope, through 'the 'Great Lakes were the glaciers that 
covered Illinois. · · 
·· Glaciers of the Kansan· and'' Illinoian glaciations are known . to have 
covered· Champaign County. The last glaci'er to cioss the county melted .off 
in ·the time· between about 18 and 14 thousand years ago lat~ . t~ the -. 
Wisconsinan (the fourth) Glaciation. 
· Human use of glacial drift-Deposits left by glacial . ice and melt-
. :!Water: cover· about 90 percent ·of· tllinois and are an ex_tremely.' important 
'resource. In Champaign County,:· glacial drlft provides. ·the bp~)t of founda-
tion material for construction. ' Garbage and· ·other solid waste of the county's 
residents are buried and sealed fn the clayey glacial tilis .at. sanitary !land-
fills.- Drift c\ibsorbs the effll.ients fr6m septic tanks and filters pollutants 
from surface water as it perco~ates down apd enters the groundwater sup.ply. 
' • •I ' J ~ 
Sand and gravel for surfacing, filter, and fill materials and . ·for 
concrete and mortar mixes have been produced from glacial outwash deposits 
in many places in the county. Most of this matet;"ial_ is C?btained from the 
valley . train in the Sangamon ·valley south 'of Mahomet. - Since the county was 
settled, boulders and cobbles ·--from the'' drift have ·provideq. a small supply 
of building and landscaping stone·. 
The weathered upper ·few yards · ·of the clayey tills under the top-
soil have been used in Champaign County to make brick, tile and ceramic 
block. Brick and tile plants were among the first industries started in the 
reg:Lon ::aftei "settlement and in the early 1900s were .still oper~ting in ' . 
Ogden, Ivesdale, Rantoul;_ Mahomet~ Thomasboro, and ·urb.ana. · -· 
; .·, · .. ,. The most· important . gift~ ··of ._the· glaciations are so.il ~nd ground-
water. : The surface tills and the ·few feet ·Of windblown and ~ater-bprne 
silts that cover them are excellent, fertile soil materials, being blends 
of a variety of rocks and minerals mixed and crushed finely by the glaciers. 
l , • . I 
.: .... . ~ ' 
·~ · · · ,·-. · :t-leltwater streams flowing '_ a~ay from each glacier's front left out-
wash sand and gravel dephsits in the.ir .. drainageways. Many of these outwash 
depos1ts' were buried by the advancing glaciers under sheets of till and now 
. 1 
. ...... v 
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lie in the drift,saturated with water. These water-bearing outwash deposits 
are drift aquifers. They are the principal source of groundwater in most of 
the county. The buried Mahomet Valley, which is in places . more than half 
full of outwash, is the largest glacial aquifer in this part of the state. 
In 1975, the Champaign-Urbana community used 5 billion gallons of water pumped 
from it. 
' . 
-Loess--A thick . ~lan~et, of wind-laid dust or silt called loess 
covers ·Champaign County. _ .. (Loes~ is pronounced "luss. ") Except where slope-
wash and stream erosion have . thinned or removed it, the· loess blanket is 
about 4 feet thick on the west side of the county and gradually thins to 
about 2 feet on the east s-ide. 
Loess is almost entirely ' rock ~lour--the very fine, flour-sized or 
silt-sized rock and mineral particles that glaciers make by crushing and 
grinding the earth materials they slide over. During each glaciation, melt-
water carried rock flour and other sediments into the stream valleys drain-
ing the glacier during the warmer months of · the year. During the colder 
months, the meltwater flows shrank, and the ;dry, 'bare · floodplains were 
exposed to the winds~ Great quantities of dust were blown from the 
Mississippi and Illinois Valleys during the last glaciation (the Wisconsinan) 
and now cover the surface of Illinois. Loess accumulated on the surface of 
Champaign County from the time the last glacier had melted off the county 
(between about 18 to 14 thousand year~ --~go) until the glaciers had melted 
northward into the Lake Michigan Basin.,' no longer draining down the Illinois 
River (about 12 thousand years ago) ,. :.·,. 
Lo~ss is an excellent soil material-it: is ~tree of rocks, crumbles 
easily, and 'retains moisture. It is, ·.-howe.ver., ., easily···eroded by water and 
wind. The gravel exposed on many of the hill slopes' ~n the county shows 
that the loess has been washed away and the stony .till . under it is being 
cultivated. 
The land surface--The surface of Champaign County is a glacial 
_Elain. Its several lines of low, · rolling hills and the wide flat lands 
between the hills were shaped about ~8,000 years ago by the last glacier to 
cover the region. The headwaters· of _ four river sys.tem~-the Embarrass, 
Kaskaskia, Sangamon, and Vermilion--meet here. The meltwater streams 
running off the glacier as it melted back to the north cut the valleys of 
these rivers and many of the other southward flowing streams into the land 
su~face left by the glacier. The rain and the snow melt running down the 
moraine slopes has cut other creeks and rivulets • 
The streams are small and slow-flowing--so young that they have 
not had time to erode widespread drainage nets across the flatter areas of 
the county. Until this century when the area was ditched and tiled, these 
places were wet prairies, bogs, and sloughs which were not farmed. Even 
now the large shallow ponds that last for hours or days in the fields after 
heavy rains show the tendency of the youthful glacial plain to hold water 
in its unconnected sags. In general, however, the level terrain that the 
glacier created has made Champaign County farmland both efficient to 
cultivate and fertile. - .. 
~·::- . 
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ITINERARY 
Line up on Peabody Drive across from the Natural Resources 
Building .heading west • . Mileage figures are computed from the 
carne~ of Peabody Drive and. Sout.h 6th Street. 
Stop 1. The Natural Resource:$: ·B~ildfrig,- ·headqu~rt~r~ ·· of _the 
Illinois State Geolog-ical Survey'.' ... ·sutvey 'office.s;. c;t.re·, a·pen .from 
8 to 12 a.m. and 1 to 5 p.m. Monday thr6ugh Frid~y exc~pt ·for 
holi.days. (NW~ SW~ SE~ and NE~ SE~ SW~ Section 18, · T~'l9 .. N., 
R. 9 E., 3rd P. M., Urbana 7.5-minute Quadrangle.) · 
Cross Peabody Drive opposite the east entrance .to .the building 
and find a place where you .have a good v·iew of the outline ·of the. building. 
ARCHITECTURE · . 
The Natural Resources Building ·is the direct descendant of a type 
of manor house built in Britain and America : during ~he 17th. and ,..18·th 
centuries. A building in this style is characte:rized by a hipped· .slate 
roof with narrow eaves. The roof ·bears a row of. dormers on 'several sides 
and several pairs of tall brick .. 1chimney stacks with chimney pots. The 
lower building is a several-story, brick-walled rectangular .structural block. 
(The Survey Building is five such. blocks' side by .side.) The walls ·are 
divided horizontally by light colored bands of stone trim b-etween ·stories 
and by -~ Uniform rows of, .large windows in each ·story. . The spacing of · entries, 
windows, ancl'' other element~ . ·is · regular and symme.tt;ical. · · ··· · · 
Except for its much greater size and th~ addition of ·wings, the 
Natural Resources Building closely resembles at least three old B~itish and 
America~ .·homes still in . ~xistence. ·. Two are in England: Coles hill House 
construcfed between .· 1650 and 1662 iri Berkshire.;. aD;·d . Oakly House in Bedford, 
dated to the early 18th century. The American home is Westover, built in 
1730 on the James River, Charles City County, Virginia. · ' !' i 
. ' 
.. :: ·: The building style is loosely termed "Georgian," a name that really 
includes .. several British .styles that · came into _prominence during the reigns 
of the first four Georges, the period from 1714 through 1820. Like other 
English fashions, ' this architecture· was quickly taken up and adapted by 
well-to-do Colonial Americans who .for the· most part patterned the•ir lives 
:- ... f. after their British counterparts. After. the American Revolutioti: the Georgian 
.- styles . in the new republic were gradually sup,planted by others. ,. 
It is perhaps remarkable that the architect, J<?seph Button, so 
successfully enlarged a domestic style of architecture to the institutional 
scale. of the Natural R~sources Bui14ing. Despite its block-long, four-story 
.dimensions and the plainness of :its· basic· lines and shapes, the .building 
avoids· a .. monotonous box- or ba.rracks-like appearance. The basic structural 
units of the building shapes vary -in ·si·ze. 'I:rimmed open'ings divide and 
lighten . the large, flat roof and wall surfaces. The earthy, low key colors 
of the. slate, brick, apd trim create division and detail. 
- 7 -
If the building styles of the Georgian Period may be compared to 
its costumes, this building and its ancestors seem to have a distinctly · ···:: 
soldierly appearance. Other Georgian building styles--like the contemporary . 
court and ceremonial costumes-attained more splendid, ornate, and dynamic ,. ..-~~ 
effects with finer materials, curved major lines, and with soaring and , .. 
descending projections of _ mass and line. Her·e we have a comparatively plain ~~· . ·-~ . 
1
.•. 
style, somewhat like a .military . uniform: one color above for the coat, · · ~;: t • 
another color below for the breeches, and third narrowly applied for acces-
sory bel-ts and facings for button hole bindings, and for trim at cuff, lapel, 
or collar. The whole effect is one of imposing stability and balance. 
'\ ,1 • 
(Principal reference: Great Georgian Houses of America, Volumes I 
and II. Published by the Editorial Committee of the Great Georgian Houses 
of America. Edited by Dwight James Baum, et al... (Kalkhoff Press Inc., 
New York, 193-3.)) 
. \ i 
THE STONE IN THE NATURAL RESOURCES BUILDING 
Now approach the east entrance and along the way examine the · 
different building stones used outside the building. The commercial names 
and the suppliers of these materials are taken from a list compiled by 
Survey Geologist J. E. Lamar in June 1941 when the center building was being 
constructed. 
(1) Roof--Greenish gray slate covers the roof. Slate has excellen~ 
cleavage in one direction--it splits readily into smooth-surfaced slabs and 
sheets. A slate's cleavage and the slight luster on its split faces are due · .-
to the parallel layering of microscopic crystals of several different kinds ..... . 
of mica in the rock. Micas are minerals that cleave easily into sheets and 
flakes. 
The slate in this roof was supplied by the Rising and Nelson Slate 
Company of West Pawlett, Vermont. The stone comes from one of the company's 
quarries in the Maine and western Vermont slate belt. These slate deposits 
were originally sea muds deposited during the Cambrian and Ordovician Periods. 
Once buried the muds were compressed and hardened into the rock shale. Near 
the end of the Ordovician Period the Earth's crust in this region was warpe4 1 
up to form mountains.. Heat and pr:essure· produced by the crust's folding , 
changed some of the minerals in ·the shale to the several mica minerals · and 
altered the shales to slate, a metamorphic rock. 
(Principal reference--Schumaker, Robert C., 1967, Bedrock Geology 
of the Pawlett Quadrangle, Vermont, Part I: Central ·and Western Portions: 
Vermont Geological Survey Bulletin No. 30, 96 p.) 
r· · : .. 
.. ·•1': '!-:,.·"·:~ .. ' 
(2) Trim: cornices, string course, lintels, sills, entry posts, 
etc.--The exterior trim ston'e is a porous, tan limestone composed of calcite 
grains that are fossils, fossil fragments, and pellets cemented together: by 
calcite. (Calcite is calcium carbonate, CaC03, a common mineral~). · The rock 
shows sediment layering. Each layer was deposited by a current that drifted 
·'' - ; .: .-: ! - ... 
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the shells, shell sands, and skeletal parts into ·place on the sea fio'or ·. As 
. time passed, the sedimentary layers were buried deeper and deeper, finally 
being compacted and cemented into limestone, a sedimentary :rock. The 
geologic name of the rock unit supplying ·this stone is · the: :Salem Limestone. 
·The Salem Limestone accumulated in the shallow warm seas that covered the . 
midwest during the Mississippian Period, the time between about 350 and 305 
million years ago • . _· .. 
The .Bloemington Limeston·e Company of Bloomington in south-central 
Indiana supplied the stone from a quarry near that city. The rock, which 
i.s, -. ~~ten$i-vely . . quarried between Bloomington and Bedford, 'In'di:ana, is 
mark-et.ed .. under, the · trade names "Indiana Limestone" and the "Bedford Lime-! . 
stone." · An excellent building stone, it has been quarried ·in Indiana since 
at least 1827 and is easy to find in American buildings, particularly in 
the Midwest where it is a standard building material. (Note the large 
Indiana Limestone balls a~q pedestals. by the outside steps and the lichen 
colonies t}:ley bear.) ' · :-
,':. · ··(R.ooney, L. F., i9'70, Dimension limestone re~_qu~hks of Indiana: 
indianfi ·:ee.~~l~g~cal s·urvey Bulletin 42-C, 29 p.) 
1 ... .. .... . •• 
(3) . Outside steps and platform--The stone is ~light gray, medium-
grained granite composed of black biotite mica crystals (5 to 10 percent), 
.. li.ght gre~:y glB:s,sy quartz grains (15 to 20 percent), and t;t;.;t~sl.ucent white 
·· felds"t>ar ···'crys tals ( 6:5 · to 80' percent) • Supplied by the Cold ·-~~fi.~gs. G.r.ani te 
·company 'of Cold ·Springs, Minnesota, the rock is probably frofti: ·.the~. t-Tarnian . · 
area, . Kanabec ·county~ . ,in eas~..:central .'Mi;nnesota. Its,. COII1IDer~ial .. name m_ay 
be- the ·"Warman Gray Granite." An igneous rock, the. _granite formed from 
molten magma that cooled under the surface of the Earth during the 
Precambrian Era, more than a billion years ago. 
(Schwartz, George M. and George A. Thiel, 19.~4- ~ . ~1innesota' s . roc.ks 
and waters: Mfnne~~ta . Geological Survey Bulletin 3 7, 36.6 p.) 
) . ~ 
(4) Outside door trim-The light gray, . faintiy mottled. limestone·. 
framing the doors con.tains fossils, fossil fragments, and pellets and was ·: 
ori.ginally a shell sand deposit like the Salem Lime~ tone. Unlike the Salem, 
this limestone is not visibly porous-c'alcite cement ,. tills all the spaces:-
and it takes a polish. · · · · 
This ston~ and three others used inside .the b1,1ilding were supplied 
by the C~rthage Marble CoJ;poration of Carthage ·, . sou~~wesi:~~rl Missouri. : The 
company -called it the "Ozark Taverp,elle Marble. •• . The sto~e· . indus~ry . applies 
the name marble both to limestones that take a high polish and to metamorphic 
marbles--the white and varicolored carbonate roc~s ~sed to make gravestones, 
s~atues, · and buiidings. · nTavernelle" is an old building stone terw..;that . 
'. ·m~a~s spotted or mottled." I I , -~ ";·! -. 
. : .,·..,. 
' ' ·"Ozark Tavernelle" is cut frolll: ~ ; Z to 3 foot thick be_d ,).n · the 
·company's :Cart:"hage Quarry. It is the lowest of the three beds in the quarry 
that supplied cut stone for the Natural Resources Building. All three beds 
are part of the tvarsaw Formation of Mississippian Age. 
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. . · , (Hinc_hey, · Norman S. , 1946,- Missouri marble: Missouri Geological 
~prv~Y, - an4 Water R~sources Report of Investigations · No. 3, 4 7 p·.) 
Now step inside the east entrance· into the foyer. 
(5) Foyer floors and stain7ay-The btown · to- dark brown limestone 
with very light brown speckles is the "Nerobi Marble" sold ,by the Carthage 
.:Marble .. Corporation. The "Nerobi Marble" is taken from a bed in the Warsaw 
· Formatio'ri .:f.n Jlie ,}!ompany' s Carthage Quarry~ · The niarb.le occurs above the 
'~Ozark Tav~rnel~e·; and "Ozark Veined'' bed~. The speckles in the rock ar:e 
round, bead-like cri~oid .cdlumnals--skeletal parts of animals related to 
starfish and ancestors of the still-living ·· crinoids ·.- Like the. other li~e­
stones used in the Natural Reso~rces :Building, the "Nerobi Marble!' formed 
in a shallow, warm sea. It was ·. originally a calcium carbonate sand largely 
composed of animal plates and columnals, and was deposited by sea currents 
_str9ng enough to sort the grains by size and to wash away a good deal of any 
fine-grained chalky muds ~hat were pre~ent ~ ,, 
i·.:·. 
J ~ee N. s. Hincher<_ ~-i~·~ouri marble; cited above.) 
•. '.t :. 
(6). Pillar and lowe;r · wall veneer~The dark grayish brcwn · .. s~pne with 
the streaks of light grayish brown mottles is the "Dark Plattin -Marble/' 
The Carthage ~arble Company, which supplied it, probably obtained the rock 
from ·a quarry ~n the vicinity of Batesville in · north~central - Arkansas. The 
geolog.ic name of th~ stone is the Plattin Limestone of Ordovician Age. · 
•. ! . ~ 
Th~ rock was originally a layered ·calciUm c-arbonate mud containing 
a little clay. It was dep'osited in a "shallow ' marine,: possibly tidal; ·environ-
ment. It shows sections ·of thin· wafer.:..like brachiopods and a ·few. )coral 
colonies-types of these ani~als that were adapted to life in soft mud. 
Many of the light brown mottl~s appear to 'be ' sections o£ mud-filled animal 
burrows. - · ··· 
The limestone is cut at right angles to the bedding to show the 
various. bed.ding' colors ~nd . accentu~te .. the '· marbled ~ffect. ·_ The burrows and 
other large pores filled with mud from the bottom upward; and where the top 
of a pore was not filled, glassy gray calcite crystals grew in the sp~ce . 
. These calcite fillings-"birdseyes"-indicate which side of the slabs were 
·.· : up when, the sediments were deposited. Stylolites occur between the sediment 
.. la.yers in the stone. These features show ·on ·the polished stone as· dull, 
· clay-filled, zig-zag .lines usualiy parallel to bedding. Stylolites indicate 
that parts of the rock along the stylo'Iite plane were dissolved and carried 
away by water. 
(Y9ung, . Leonard M., Linda c. · Fiddler, and Rex W~ Jones,- 1972, 
Carbonate fac,ies fn Ordovician of Nor.thern Arkansas: American Association 
of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin:~·- v. 56, p. 68-80.) 
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(7) Hall and foyer walls and door frames--The blocks of mottled, 
light yellowish gray stone are cut from a native Illinois rock called · 
dolomite. It was quarried and finished at Joliet by the Adam Groth Stone 
Company. In that _area the dolomite was called the "Joliet Marble." A few 
miles n<;>rth in the vicinity of Lemont, it was known as the "Athens Mar'ble"~ ­
Lemont once having been called Athens. The stone comes from · the Sugar Run 
Formation .of Silutian Age. 
Beds of the Sugkr Run Formation in ·the Joliet-Lemont region have ,;.· 
supplied more building .stone than any other rock unit in the state. The 
dolomite was a very p9pular stone in . the latter part of the 19th century 
and the early .decades of the 20th. Generally the stone was used for out-
side ~alls where weathering turns it a distinctive pale yellow. It is found 
in older .public and private buildings throughout the state but· particularly . 
in the northeast. 
Dolomite is a sedimentary ·rock. It was originally · a calcite sea 
mud. F~om t.ime to time a little mud from the land-clay and silt-was 
added ·'t .o the sediment. The land mud is the darker gray streaks and mottles 
in the stone. At s.ome .Point, water carried magnesium into the calcium 
carbonate mud and changed it to the calcium-magnesium carbonate called 
dolomite. 
Few, if any, animal skeletons or hard parts can be seen in this 
.stone. There are traces of burrowing animals. The streaks of sooty black, 
rust-spotted pyrite (an iron sulfide mineral) probably formed in fecal 
matter. Also, burrowi~g ·-animals lik~ly distorted cont-inuous, nearly 
straight gray mud films to produce the wavy, broken gray lines~the edges of 
the mud films--visible .ori the ends of some blocks. 
The stone has a honed finish: it has been ground smooth but not 
polished. The gray marbiing is .produced by cutting the exposed face parallel 
to the rock b.eddfng so that the :gray mud films, or laminae; are intersected .. _ 
(Willman, H. B., 1973, Rock stratigraphy of the Silurian System 
in northeastern and northwestern Illinois: Illinois State Geological Survey 
Circular 479, 55 ~.) 
(8) Restroom partitions and wall veneer--The polished limestone 
panels are "Ozark Veined Marble" taken from the Carthage (Missouri) Quarry. 
of the Carthage Harble Corporation. The limestone is light gray and light 
olive gray and has wispy dark gray figures in it. "Ozark Veined Marble" 
comes from the same qua·rry ledge as the "Ozark Tavernelle" stone, the 
"Veined" rock being about. the upper three-fourths of the ledge and the 
"Tavernelle," the lower one-fourth. The "veins" ' in. the s.tone are stylolites. 
These panels are cut parallel to the bedding and to the stylolite seams. 
The dark gray, wispy figures occur where the cut intersects stylolites. 
~ .. 
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The limestone is ·part of the Warsaw Formation of Mississippian Age. 
Patches of horn corals and brachiopods can be seen in the panels as dark gray 
skeletal sections. These fossils are the remains of animal communities that 
lived in the shell sands on the bottom of one of the Mississippian seas. 
· (SeeN. S. Hinchey, Missouri marble, cited above.) 
EXHIBITS 
The first floor of the Geological Survey contains a number ·of small 
e~lri.bits showing aspects o'f Illinois geology. These are iisted here as you 
wfll encoQnter them walking from .the center foyer eastward to the Educational 
Extension O~fice. 
Center Foyer--Radiocarbon Dating (wall cabinet), Illinois Fossils 
(wall cabinet). 
W~iting Are·a between ·Rooms 122 and 121-Core from Oil tvell · (~all 
case), Illuminated Fluorite Crystals (showcase). · ·=, ~'.· 
. East Foyer-Lead and Zinc }1ining (showcase), Lycopod Tree Foliage 
(mount)~ Polished Core Samples (wall cases) • 
. Conference Room, Room 101--Illinois Plant Fqssils (wall case), 
Polished Illinois Limestones or "Marbles" (wall case), Fluorite Collection 
(\vall case) • 
. -Educational Extension Office, Room 102--Mineral, rock, and fossils 
displayed in hall case and office. Ask here for general information about 
Illinois geology. 
Three exhibits displaying aspects of coal geolog:y . are ·on '. the 
·second floor of the east wing. Ride the elevator or walk up any stair in 
the east half of the building. 
Hall outside Room 226--Spores from Coal, Coal Balls, and Plant-
bearing Concretions (wall cabinet), Coals of the United States (wall cabinet). 
Hall outside Room 207-European .. Coals ·{wall cabinet). 
o.o 0.0 Leave Stop ·1. Prepare to turn right. 
0.0 0.0 STOP (2-way), .Sixth Street. TURN RIGHT (north). 
0.2 0.2 CAUTION (traffic light), Gregory Drive. TURN LEFT (west). ~ 
0.15 0. 35 CAUTION (traffic light), Fourth Strt?et. CONTINUE AHEAD '~west). 
0.3 0.65 · STOP (4-way)·, First Street. CONTINUE AHEAD (west). 
0.15 0.8 STOP (1-way), Oak Street. TUP~r RIGHT (north) and PARK. 
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0.0 0.8 Stop 2. Illinois State Geological Survey Applied Research 
Laboratory to the right on the northeast corner of the street 
intersection. (SE~ NW~ NEl!; SE~ Section 13, T. 19 · N., R. 8 E., 
· 3rd Principal Meridian; Urbana 7. 5-minute Quadrangle.) 
. . . ~ 
The Applied Research Laboratory was construct~d in 1941 for less 
than $100,000 and is . used mainly fo·r large-scale research projects. One of 
the most important pieces of equipment in this laboratory is Oven #3, a 
pilot-scale coke oven. Pioneet work on blending various Iliinois coals with 
certain out-of-state coals was conducted here in order to produce a 
metallurgical coke for use in the steel industry. When this research was 
started in 1941, no Il~inois coals were being used for making meta1lurgical 
coke. 'Currently about. s· million tons are being used for this purpose. 
Another research project has been a study of charging preheated coal into 
the pilot-oven. Study proved that preheating Illinois coal blends resulted 
in shorter ~oking tim~~"' and stronger ~oke. 
Washability studies, a laboratory device for determining the 
relationship between specific gravity and the chemical composition of coals, 
a're also conducted at this. laboratory • . : Several small-scale coal washing 
devices are also available. These include a Deister table and Dutch States 
Heavy Medium washers, which separate the coal from many of the associated 
impurities. . . , . 
. Other equipment includes crushers, screeners, pelleti~ers, driers, 
and n~erous :testing ·d~vices. 
0.0 0.8 
0.1 0.9 
0.3 1.2 
0.25 1.45 
0.1 1.55 
0.25 1.8 
Leave Stop 2. TURN AROUND and HEAD SOUTH on Oak Street. 
(Mileage fi~~red from Gregory-Oak Street intersection.) 
STOP (2-way), Stqdium Drive. CONTINUE AHEAD (south). 
CAUTION (t:t:affic light), Florida . Avenue. CONTINUE AHEAD (south). 
'· 
Ascend ba~kslope of the Champaign .Moraine. STOP (1-way), 
St. Mary's Road. TURN RIGHT (west). 
TURN LEFT (south) on G~~ffith Drive. 
Stop 3. Natural Resources Studi.es Annex on the northeast corner 
of Griffith and Hazelwood Drives. ··· (SW~ SE~ NE~ Section 24, 
T. 19 N., ,R. 8 E., 3rd P • . M.; Urbana 7.5-minute Quadrangle.) 
The Natural Resources Studies An~ex was completed in mid-1972 and 
provided solutions to a number of space problems that the Survey had faced 
for years. Space for ~everal new laborato,r _ies. and sample-preparation rooms 
was ·available to alleviate some of the crowding in the Natural Resources 
Building. The biggest asset _of the Annex,; hp.wever, has been· .the warehouse 
:-facilfties for storing the Survey's Samples Library. For many years, 
samples were store~ w:tterever any space .- ~?pld l>e. found, such ·as·.·~ the Natural 
; ~ 
'; 
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Resources B~ilding, the Appiied 'Laboratory, the SurVey garage, University 
basements, a Water Survey quonset hut at Willard Airport, a barn in north 
Champai~~- -and an old lumberyard in Bondville. Now, for the first time in 
many years, the Survey's sample collections are together,_ and are in a 
Survey building where they can be catalogued and properly protected . . This 
unique repdsitory contains· the Survey's extensive collections of sample · 
cuttings of rock from bo~e ·holes drilled for gas stor~ge, petroleum, ·and 
water; core samples (intac·t ' columns ·of rock) -from borings for engineering 
tests, petroleum, and coal;' representative outcrop samples; and bulk rock 
samples. __ - · 
I, •, 
The .Samples Library added 571 sets of well cuttings to its 
permanent files during this past year. These sets comprise approximately 
97,800 individual . samples collected at 5- and 10-foot intervals and repre7 
sent more than 820,000 ' feet (155 miles;' 250 km) of drilling. They are 
filed in 1310 cardboard boxes and · are stored in 5.2 units of 12~foot steel 
shelving cover~ng 20 litiear feet of space in the ·samples- LiJ:>rar_y. li,'711 
cuttings now total 60~633: se't~, approximately 10,764,300 indiv_:pi.ual'- _.~amples 
.representing in excess of . 732,000,000 feet (138,636 miles; . 22-.3~0-66 km; more 
than 5.5 times the Earth's' equatorial circumference!). These samples sets 
are filed in 90,227 cardboard boxes in 409 of the· 12-foot steel shelving 
units. These shelf units cover 1271 linear feet in a 3424 square-foot 
area in the Samples Lib~~ry. . ' 
During the past year, 450 sets of cores, most of them partially 
condensed from an initi~l. 17,130 feet of coring, were added to the files. 
The permanent files of : ·the Samples Library ·have 11,374 sets of cores, 
representing in excess .of 582,000 feet (110 miles; 177 km) of core drilling. 
These cores are stored in cardboard boxes in steel racks ~overing 3100 
square feet, about 80 percent of the original area designated for core 
storage, in the Samples Library. 
An additional 104 Pleistoce~e samples were collect~p, examined, , 
and processed into the files. This category now totals 17,611 individual 
samples. 
Survey staff members and .visitors from the oil and allied 
industries referred to the Sam~les Library on 338 separate occasions. In 
the study areas provided in this building, these individuals examined 
1216 sets of sample cuttings and cores. 
0.0 1.8 
0.25 2.05 
1.5 3.55 
0.75 4.3 
~ .. 
Leave Stop 3. TURN ·tEFT -(east) on Hazelwood Drive. - CAUTION~ · 
this road is in poor co~d~tion. 
,·. 
STOP (2-way), First Street Road. TURN RIGHT (south) and 'descend 
the outwash plain in front of the Champaign Moraine. 
STOP (4-way), Curtis Road (1300N; 1200E). TURN LEFT (east). 
CAUTION, rough bridge crossing, Embarras River. The itinerary 
is crossing the headwaters of the Embarras River watershed. 
14 -
.• •. ! 
0.8 5.1 CAUTION, intersect;.ion, South Race Street (1300N; l350E). 
CONTINUE AHEAD (east). A glance at the route map shows that the 
itinerary here is across the northern tip of the Hildreth 
Moraine which was ttuncated by the Champaign Moraine just to ~he 
north and the east~ 
0.3 5.4 The itinerary has ascended the Champaign Moraine. Here the 
moraine is rather weakly expressed, being only about 30 feet 
above the Hildreth Moraine. In addition, it has been overridden 
by the Urbana Moraine less than 0.5 mile ahead. 
0.4 5.8 This small, north-trending sag in the ground surface is the 
approximate boundary where the Urbana Moraine has overridden 
the Champaign Moraine. 
0.3 6.1 CAUTION, cross-road (1300N; 1450E). CONTINUE AHEAD (east). 
0.1 6.2 Here the itinerary crosses the crest of the Urbana Moraine. 
Note the hummocky topography (ground surface) both to the left 
and to the right, which is typical of a terminal· moraine. The 
view ahead is down the backslope of the moraine across a surface 
covered by Urbana ground moraine. 
1.1 7.3 Some of the gently . roun~ed h~lls to the right and left are ice-
contact depositiona~ features containing possibly some sand 
and gravel. 
0.3 7.6 STOP (2-way), Route 130 (1300N; 1600E). TURN RIGHT (south). 
0.5 8.1 Good view of till plain to the left and the backslope of the 
Urbana Moraine to the right • . 
0.35 8.45 CAUTION, prepare to turn right. 
0.15 8.6 TURN RIGHT (west) at Deers Road (1200N; 1600E). 
0.5 9.1 This portion of the itinerary is subject to sheetwash and soil 
frequently is deposited across the road up to 3 to 4 inches 
thick. Ascend the backslope of the Urbana Moraine j~st ahead. 
·, 1· . 
0.5 9.6 CAUTION, T-road from left. CONTINUE AHEAD (west). 
0.25 9.85 Stop 4. Discussion of glacial deposits and the test boring 
along south side of road. (N line near NW corner NE~ NE~ 
Section 4, T. 18 N., R. 9 E., 3rd P.M.; Urbana 7.5-minute 
Quadrangle.) 
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The Urbana Moraine--We are s~anding on the crest of the U~bana 
Moraine, ·a north-south hill-line that ' is the divide .between the Embarras 
River drainage on the west and the Boneyard Creek and Sar't Fork-Vermilion 
River drainage to the east. 
The Urbana Moraine is a low ridge that a flowing glacier built by 
piling till and outwash along it~ front~ A glacier deposits a moraine when 
the amount of ice flowing · to the ice front is . about ·equal .to .the amount of 
ice melting away along the front. When a glacier's flow and melt are thus 
balanced, its ice front stays along nearly the same line, and the flowing 
glacier acts somewhat like a conveyor belt. The glacier car.ries earth and 
rock in the bottom ice and deposits it: along the ice front so that .a ridge 
of till and outwash accumulates. 
. . 
The test hole--Several ·weeks before this tr~p, P. B. DuMontelle 
and E. G. Scoggin of the Survey's Earth Materials Technology Section put 
down a test hole at this site. They use~ the hydra~lic ; carriage of a 
mpbile drill rig to press so·il tubes 8 feet in to the ground to collect a 
core sample. A soil tube is basically an op~n pipe several inch~s .. in diameter 
with a sharp tubular bit on the end that enters the ground. As a soil tube 
is pushed into the ground, the bit cuts a round plug or core that is held 
. inside the tube when the tube is pulled. out of the ground. From this hole, 
the geologists recovered an 8-foot core of silty clay till. 
Geologists and engineers s tuc1y core9 .. like these to discover how 
·the earth materials at shallow depths formed and what human uses can be made 
of the materials. Analyses and tests of the till from this core .would 
reveal, for example, that because of its ·high-bearing strength and low 
compressibility the material is stable and ~ould provide .excellent support 
for the foundations of buildings and other st.ructures. It is a good borrow 
material for various construction uses because till is relati~ely easy , to 
excavate and to compact into high s.trength fill. The ramps at the inter-
state highway exchanges in this area are "borrowed" from nearby ptts , dug 
in the till. . . 
The material is not very permeable-water will not move thr9.ugh 
it readily. Thus, effluents draining from a septic tank would not be 
properly diffused through the soil and might emerge at the surface as a 
"spring." For ·the same ··reason,- however, the till would be a good rna terial 
in which to bury solid waste because it would tend to keep the effluents 
,. · in the. buried waste from· leaking out .of the burial into ground water supply-
ing wells. 
The observation well--Once DuMontelle and Scoggin had removed the 
core, they made the test hole into a piezometer. First, they dr9pped several 
inches of gravel into the hole and then they slid a plastic pipe down onto 
the gravel. Another foot or two of gravel was dropped in around the pipe 
and ·the .rest of the space was sealed by filling in with dirt. (If this had 
been a deep well, they might have installed a pressure .transducer--a device 
for measuring :pressure--in the bqttom of the well.) The piezometer as 
. l 
. I 
_,. . : ~ 
, ! '~ 
., .. 
~ .... i. : 
' . ::-~ .. 
. ) ., 
.... 
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constructed is an open tube partiaily filled with water; the water level 
shows the pressure of the gr~~nd-water system in the surficial materials at 
the l~vel where the devic.e · ts~ 'ins tal led •. 
. . i . . . . _( _t- · .. • 1 ... J . 
A number of shallow observation wells .. of this ·kind -in· an :'area make 
it possible to observe the changes in ground-water level : ·~nd 1fl'o't\J'·; that occur 
in surficial materials from season to season and from year to year.- Having 
this data, _engineering geologists and geohydrologists can draw conclusions 
~bout how ground water moves through the surficial mater~als, how well the 
materials will serv~. for drainage fields for septic ta~ks · and· ·how susceptible 
the materials are to _frost · heaving. Because -excess water is ·related to 
failures in excavations a~d ctit slopes; a knowledge of water levels can 
prevent accidents and mainta~rienc.Ei"ptoblems. 
0.0 9. 85 Leave Stop 4. CONTINUE AHEAD (west) . down · the frbnt ·· of the 
· Urbana Moraine. 
o .25 i<Ll 
I' · . 
CAUTION, cross-roa.d ( 1200N; ·· 1450E) • CONTINUE AHEAD (west) • 
0 ~ 45 10 ~55 Cross·: ba~kslope of 'Hildreth Moraine. 
0.4 10.95 The: .. low .. ridge in this vicinity. is .. the crest of the ~ Hildre,th 
0.1 11.2 
0.2 11.4 
Moraine.. ; ' . 
CAUTION, cross-road;· South Race Str:eet ·.Road'· 1(12·00N; ': l350E). 
CONTINUE AHEAD (west) and descend front of Hildreth Moraine. 
The itinerary is_ ~ust beyond the Hildreth Moraine. 
Cross .Embarras River. 
0.65 12.05 Ascend backslope ·of \vest ·Ridge Moraine. 
0. 6 12.65 · STOP-. (2-way) ,-_· s·puth First Stree~· Road (1200N; 1200E). 
CONTINUE AHEAD (west). · · · 
:;· .. 
0.55 13~2 · CAUTION; enter village of Savoy. 
o ~ i · 13.3 CAUTION, Ill.inois ·Central Gulf (ICG_) : Railroad Crossing • 
0.05 13.35 STOP (2-way), U.S. 45 (Dunlap Ave~ue). CONTINUE AHEAD (west) 
ori Church Street. : ; . . ' -: . 
0.15 13.5 STOP {3-way), Lange Avenue. CONTINUE AHtAD (west). 
p.ss 14.05 Leave Savoy. 
0~3 14.35 The slight sag in the upland ~urface here ls the approximate 
-boundary between the ·west Rid·ge; .and Pesotum Moraines. Note how 
broad and relatively flat the topography is in this vicinity. 
To the left (south) about 0~5. mile is the University of Illinois 
Willard Airport. · ' ;;, . 
~ (. •• ~ . ,! .• 
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0.3 14.65 CAUTION, T~road from right (South Mattis Avenue) (1200N;lOOOE). 
CONTINUE AHEAD (west) . . 
0.35 15.0 Crest of Pesotum Moraine. View ahead of outwash plain and 
Cerro Gordo groun·d moraine. The Cerro Gordo Moraine ·is abo'lit ' 
11,. miles farther west. CONTINUE AHEAD and partially descend 
the front slope of the Pesotum Moraine. 
0. 65 15.65 CAUTION, cross-road (South Duncan Road) (1200N; 900E). TURN -· 
RIGHT (north). 
0.5 16.15 The itinerary crosses the irregular, hummocky front slope of 
the Pesotum Moraine. 
0.5 16~65 CAUTION, T-road from right (Curtis Road) (1300N; 900E). 
CONTINUE AHEAD (north)_. 
1.0 17.65 STOP (2-way), Windsor Road (1400N; 900E). CONTINUE AHEAD 
(north). The itinerary is descending into a glacial meltwater 
channel that developed when the Champaign Moraine was being 
deposited about 1.5 miles to the northeast. 
0.45 18~1 C~oss . Phinney . Branch. 
0.15 18.25 The ar.ea to the. lef~ (west) is an example of multiple land use. 
The land was farmed for .many years before a gravel pit was 
opened in an ' outwash gravel -deposit in the meltwater channel 
about 0.25 mile to the west. Ground water was encountered 
within about 10 feet of the surface so that a pond, Maynard Lake, was left. 
when the gravel pit was abandoned several years ago. The area is now being 
developed as a subdivision and property owners have the use of the 0.25 mile-
long lake for limited recreational purposes. 
0.4 f8. 65 STOP (2-way), Kirby Avenue .(1500N; · 900E). CONTINUE AHEAD 
(north). 
0.1 18.75 
0.7 19.45 
0.15 19.6 
0.05 19.65 
0~2 19.85 
0.25 20.1 
CAUTION, enter ~i~y _ of Champaign. 
Cross Copper Slough. 
CAUTION, ICG and Illinois Terminal (IT) Railroad Crossing. 
STOP (2-way), Illinois 10 (West Springfield Avenue) (1600N; 
900E). CONTINUE AHEAD (north). 
The ridge just to the right (east) is the Champaign Moraine. · 
Cross Interstate 72 overpass. 
0.55 20.65 STOP (2-way), West Bradley Avenue (1700N; 900E). TURN 
RIGHT (east). 
0.15 20.8 
0.3 21.1 
. . ~ . ' 
0.05 21.15 
,. 
.. · 0.25 21.4 
0.05 21.45 
0.5 21.95 
0.05 22."0 
0.05 22.05 
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Northern Illinois Water Corpora tion (NIWC), Water Well (~~) 
58 to left on north side of Bradley Avenue. 
TURN LEFT (north) . at entrance to ParkLand· College. Nlt-Jd WW 57 
::.fs · I"ad::ited ab~ut ' 200 feet to the right (east) of the entrance. 
BEAR RIGaT (northerly) at intersection. 
T-r·oad from right . CONTINUE AHE~D · .(north and then west). 
VIEW to the right of the NIWC West Side Treatment Plant about 
0.5 mile to the east. 
· ... 
BEAR LEFT (southerly) at Y-intersection. 
TURN LEFT (east) and e~ter Lo~ c-1. 
Stop 5. Discussion of .. MaP,omet-.Teays ··Bedrock Valley and the 
Champaign..:.Urbana aquifers· and well fi·eld;~)u· : .. (NE~ NW~ SW~ 
Section 3, T. 19 N., R. 8 E., 3rd P. M. ,'(Mahomet 15-miriute. 
Quadrangle.) .. :·:) ·;·.· r 
. ~. i .. >. !' ..... ' ~ ~.: .. .. 
THE MAH0~1E.T VALLEY 
,· :~ .f . 
.. ; ... . 
A hidden valley larger than the Mississippi Valley cros~es Champaign 
County, From this valley comes the most _valuable natural ·resource : taken from 
the ground here: water. The hidden valley is the buried Mahomet Valley~ In 
places it is about h~lf full of wate.r-bearing -sand and gravel i~yers, which 
are called · aquifers bec·ause they r~?diiy yield water to many hundreds of 
private home, farm, city, and indus.i:ry w~lls ... 'Records of the Northern 
Illinois Water Corpo.rat.ion · .sho~ th~t _in )-:975 alone the communities of 
Champafgn and Urbana used · app.roxima·t~'IY -:·.~ -!b.illion gallons of water pumped 
entirely -from the }1ahomet Valley. ..·, , .. -_,. · . ·-: · · , ., 
• • .... ~: ; . ~ • : ~ ; f. 
. . . . 
The Aquifers-The Mahomet .. ValieY. . aqpifers, and similar ones ·· , . 
throughout the state, frequently ·are referred to as "underground rivers" 
and thought of as stream,s .. ruy;1ni:ng in , cav~s . through solid r ·ock. In fact, 
~ j . . ' • . .. 
an aqulfer in• the Mahomet Va1ley . is not one but innumerable millions of 
streams--tiny, intertwining seeps and films of water. The streams do not 
flow in caves but in the microscqpic spaces between the· grains of sand and 
gravel that make up the water-bear.ing. layers buried in the Mahomet Valley. 
11 Rivers" of water are pumped from the valley' ,but it~ aquifers are 'in no way 
similar to the streams that can be seen emerging from underground in lime-
stone caves in southern and west.ern Ill i noi,s and in southern · Indiana, · 
. I • . . . 
particularlY At Spririg ·Mill Stat~ Park. 
· ' Earliest :History-The ~~ahqmet Va;tley was :'in· existence at least one 
million years ago, just before the beginning of the Ice Age. The Iilinoi~ 
landscape was more rolling the-n tlta.n: .. lt- i&·· today, .. w:i th ·deeper< streailr vail·Eiys 
. . .. , 
~. . _... ' f ~ 
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cut into bedrock. .Generally, the streams and . . rive:rs followed different 
courses across -the Midwest than they do now. The Mahomet Valley was the 
principal valley of east-central Illinois and with its tributaries drained 
much of the east-central portion of our state. 
The valley was broad and deep, carved by a large river that flowed 
from West Virginia, across Ohio and Indiana, to central Illinois where it 
joined the Ancient Mississippi River in · T~zewell County. (At that time, the 
Ancient Mississippi flowed southeastward from near Rock Island to Hennepin, _ 
then southward in a valley now closely followed by the Illinois River from . 
Hennepin to near Alton.) After the Mahomet Valley was completely buried by 
debris from the Ice Age glaciers, drainage off its watershed was ultimately 
diverted into the present-day rivers, and their valleys now form a part of 
the present landscape. 
Effects of Glaciation-When glaciers entered the dra'inage basin of 
the Maho~et Valley and its tributaries, floods of meltwater from the ·ice 
carried sand and gravel into the valleys where it was deposited. These 
deposi.ts of sand and gravel are now the porous, water-yielding aquifers 
found· in the Mahomet Valley. In places the aquifers are as much as 200 feet 
thick. 
. When. the glaciers themselves flowed · across the valley, they deposited 
layers of grq:y', pebbly, . sandy clay, whi ch geologists call "till" and well . 
drillers and excavators .call "blue boulder clay." The succession of glaciers 
filled the Mahomet Valley full of alternating layers of till and layers of 
sand .and gravel, hiding it from sight, and, finally, creating the present 
slightly rolling and level plains in the Champaign-Urbana area. . 
.Discovery of the Valley~After the last glaciation, the Mahomet 
Valley was almost completely buried by glacial debris. The only parts of 
the Mahomet Valley now visible are found south of the glaciated region in 
south-central Ohio, south of Chillicothe, and in West Virginia. It was 
there that the existence of the valley was first recognized. The westward 
continuation of the valley was discovered and traced by geologists studying 
the records and samples of wells drilled through the glacial deposits to 
the old bedrock valley floor. Information furnished by drilling companies 
making foundation tests and seeking water, oil and gas and coal has enabled 
geologists to map the valley, its aquifers, and the ancient landscape u~der 
the glacial deposits • .. New aquifers· can be found with this information, 
often with less cost for exploratory drilling, and the flow of ground water 
into and out of the aquifers can be monitored. 
The Valley in Illinois--The Mahomet Valley covers a distance of 
about 120 miles in Illinois and has many tributaries that are also buried. 
, .. ! . 
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· In Illinois it is named after the Village of Mahomet, which is 
.located over the de~pest part of the buried channel. East of Illinois, the 
valley . is generally called the Teays Valley. The whole system from our 
state to West Virginia is sometimes referred to as the Mahomet-Teays Valley. 
In Illinois, the average depth from the present land surface to 
· the deepest part of the Mahomet Valley is more than 300 feet. Before the 
glaciers burieq the valley, the uplands on each side were 200 feet and more 
above the vall~y . floor--about the height of . the present Mississippi Palisades. 
The valley in l~l~nois averages about 12 miles in width, much wid~r than the 
present-day Mi.ssissippi Valley. 
How Water Enters the Aguifers-The··water in the .buried Mahomet 
Valley does not come from any great distance·. It is the . ~ain and snow melt, 
which soaks into the ground over and adjacent to the valley:. ,. The water moves 
downward' slowly through the overlying glacial clays to the . san'd and gravel' 
where it repla·c·e·s water· which is pumped from wells, and seeps into the main 
rivers that .cross the ·Mahomet Valley. The aquifers of the Mahomet Valley 
are such a . large reservoir that water supplies · pumped .from them are little 
- affected even by perio·ds of drought. . . 
The Future-Champaign, Urhana, and the other· commur1ities along or 
near the Mahomet Valley are fortunate. For the most part, thefr water 
supplies are assured · for a long time, provided the water resources are 
· developed ~nd managed on · the ~asis of the most up-to-date knowledge. As 
new data from well drilling become available, Survey geologists can deter-
mine more precisely the position of. the valley and the distribution and the 
character of the deposits ·in it. . ~imiiarly, the Illinois S~ate Water Survey 
can continue to update information. o~ · ~he quantity and quality of the water 
being produced, and can predict future trends in use and supply. Such 
information should help to insure the wise development and use .of the ground 
water in the sand 'and gravel aquifers of one of our truly great natural 
resources, the Mahoinet-Tea:ys ·Valley:. · : 
THE CHAMPAIGN~URBAN~ AQUIFERS AND WELL. FIELDS 
In the early 1880s, a newly organized coal mining company sank an 
exploratory shaft northwest of the intersection of Lincoln and University, 
an area north of the Urbana .business district. At a depth of about 125 feet , 
the miners penetrated a water-yielding sand and gravel deposit that flooded 
their shaft. Ab~nd~ning their co~l · venture, the company incorporated to 
form the Union Water Supply Corporation, installed pumps over the mine shaft, 
and supplied municipal water service. 
In 1899, the Champaign and . U~bana Wate~ Company acquired the Union 
Corporation. Wells were drilled into· the aquifer ~upplying the mine shaft, 
and the mine shaft well was abandoned. Water Company's early wells were 
located in the area now bounded by Lincoln, University, Goodwin, and Church 
Streets. The wells averaged about 160 feet in depth. The sand and gravel 
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aquifer they penetrated averages about 20 feet thick. and is in the Glasford 
Formation, _shown on the accompanying geologic section. The fine-grained 
texture of the sand and its poor sorting make its permeability (or water 
conductivity) low; most wells in the field produced only between 50 and 
75 gpm (gallons per minute). 
By 1920, the Champaign and Urbana l.Jater Company had 26 wells in 
operation, but the well field could no longer supply the growing population 
of . the city. In an effort to find new supplies, a well was drilled about 
:one mile north of the old well field; it produced -400 gpm. The permeability 
of the aquifer was good, and wells capable of producing over 800 gpm were 
developed. Most of the wells were ·located just south of Bradley Avenue 
between Goodwin and Lincoln. 
In 1926, the Illinois Water Service Company (now the Illinois Water 
Corporation) purchased the Champaign and Urbana Water Company system. By 
1946, 47 wells had been drilled, ·but another water shortage developed as 
:~~11 yields .decreased and urban water demand increased. 
. ·' 
J )' '• ' · . .,, As early as 1942, the ·State Geological Survey had begun conducting 
geophysical and geological studies in cooperation with the water company to 
find new aquifers. As a result of this work, an area 4 to 8 miles west of 
the existing North Urbana well field was test drilled. · Large water supplies 
were found, and the westward extension of the aquifers that supplied the 
older well fields was confirmed. Not only that but a .deeper, more produc-
tive aquifer was found-the Mahomet Sand in the kans:an· Drift (Banner 
Formation). 
Well construction in the West Field began in 1947. The first 
four wells produced from 800 to 2200 gpm~ ·currently there are 8 wells in 
use in the North Well Field and 10 wells in the West Well Field. Most of 
the wells in the West Field produce from the Mahomet Sand. Development 
of the West Field produced some of the well records that enabled 
Dr. Leland Herberg to map the buried bedrock surface and, in 1950, to . 
publish a report and map delineating the Mahomet Valley in east-central 
Illinois. 
Studies of the well fields continue. Two of the ten wells in the 
West F:teld .. are a result of a test drilling program conducted and evaluated 
by the Ge'ological Survey. The first hole of the 1968 program was drilled 
and cored at the site of Northern Illinois Water Corporation Well 58 on 
Bradley Avenue near the southwest corner of the Parkland College property. 
Figure 3. Northwest(NW)-southeast(SE) cross~section through Champaign-
Urbana showing the relationships of the various Pleistocene materials ab,ove 
bedrock, . clo.se to the axis of a small bedrock-valley tributary to the Mahomet 
Vall~y. · .South(S) -north(N) cross--section showing Pleistocene materials in 
transverse section filling the same valley. (The lines of these sections 
are shown on the route map.) 
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The detailed information··. obtained from this hole was use~ to analyze the 
properties of the deposits . pen~trated by the drill holes. The enclosure 
of this well is also the site of a ·survey field installation used to study 
the permeability of glacial tills. 
_ . . . Study of the acc·ompany.ing ge6'logic sections reveals that 300 .feet 
or mo:re of glacial · deposits underlie the Champaign and -lJrbana area. !These 
deposits are fairly ·well defined now, particularly within the Wisconsinan. 
South and east of the well fields the ··o-utwash deposits that ·form the upper 
(Illinoian) and lower (Kansan) aquifer:s change character and ·provide. only 
small supplies of water. The unit in the tributary valley that is equivalent 
to the Mahomet Sand in the Mahomet Valley is finer grained than the Mahomet 
Sand and largely consists of silt and silty sand. The fine-grained sediments 
i~ the tributary valley were deposited in. the po~ded stream that rose: when 
its mouth was blocked by the deposition· of · the ~fa~omet .-t Sand in the Mahomet 
Valley. · t · •• 
The upper (Illinoian) aquifer within the Glasford Formation is 
.,, best dev.eloped along the north edge of the cities. It b~omes . thin and ".,·. 
silty to .the .south and ends abruptly along the west side of the ·West ·'Well :· 
Field . .... Therefore, only small ground:...water supplies are available· in the 
southern part of ·champaign and prbana·. For example, the Champaign -Country 
Club, whi·ch is southwest of the bur~~d .tributary, has not been able to 
develop an· adequate water supply for -irrigation. 
0.0 22.05 
o.os 22 .. 1 
0.15 22 •. 2·5 
0.35 22.6 
0.15 22.75 
I 
0.25 23.0 
0.6 23.6 
Leave Stop 5. Retrace itinerary to outer traffic loop and TURN 
RIGHT (northwest). 
.. 
BEAR LEFT (westerly) at Y-int.~rsection ~ ':a': 
STOP (1-way), Duncan Ro8:d .(90'0 E) • TURN LEFT (south). 
· I 
STOP (2-way), Bradley Av~hue (1700 N). TURN RIGHT (west) on 
Champaign County Route (CCR) 56. 
Itinerary descends from Cha~paign Moraine onto Pesotum Moraine. 
Cross I-57 overpass. .· ~ 
' . 
STOP (4-way), Staley Road · (800 E). Note VIEW ahead (west) 
down across the front of the Pesotum Moraine. TURN RIGHT 
(north) on CCR 57. 
0 .. 85 24.45 Abandoned gravel pit to left in outwash deposi.t . at re-entrant 
(.to the right) in the Pesotum Horaine,. The gravel deposit 
·. ~ .· can. be traced back to the northeast to the front of .t'he 
.Champaign Moraine. 
0.25 24.7 NIWC water well · to the right. The itinerary, which has · been · · 
descending the Pesotum }loraine, is now crossing onto 
Champaign Moraine outwash materials. 
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0.4 25.1 CAUTION, Conrail (CR) Railroad Crossing. 
0.25 25.35 Itinerary ascends the Champaign Moraine. 
0.5 25.85 STOP (1-way), U.S. 150 (1925N; 800E). TURN LEFT (northwest). 
0.5 26.35 Prepare to turn right. 
0.1 26.45 TURN RIGHT (north) on bla~ktop road (1950N; 750E). 
0.6 27~05 Cross I-74 overpass. 
0.45 27.5 VIEW RIGHT of highest elevation, 855 feet above mean sea level 
(MSL), in Champaign County. The location is about 300 feet 
(91.44 m) north of the radio tower which is 0.35 mile (0.56 km) 
east of the road. 
0.3 27.8 Itinerary crosses the crest of the Champaign Moraine. 
0.55 28.35 CAUTION, barricade, .and jog in road. 
0. 3 28.65 Note the large ._gr.ay granite glacial erratic to the left on the 
southwest corner of the road in-tersection. VIEW RIGHT at 1:30 
is along the :.· ridge of the Rantoul Moraine which extends toward 
the northeast. TURN LEFT (west) on the blacktop (2175N; 750E) 
and traverse - the lower portion of the backslope of the 
Champaign Moraine. 
'} j ' 
1..7 30.35 VIEW RIGHT of boulder pile of glacial erratics in field next 
to power line pol·es. · 
0.4 30.75 STOP (4-way)(2175N; 525E). TURN RIGHT (north) on CCR 1150. 
0.9 31.65 Prepare to turn left. 
0.1 31.75 TURN LEFT (west) at (2300N; 525E) and enter Stidham Woods, 
Champaign County Forest Preserve. 
0.1 31.85 TURN LEFT ' (south). 
0.05 31.9 Stop 6. LUNCH STOP. (NE~ SW~ NW~ Section 12, T. 20 -N., 
R. 7 E., 3rd P. M.; Mahomet 15-minute Quadrangle.) 
0.0 31.9 Leave Stop 6. CONTINUE AHEAD (south). 
0.1 32.0 TURN LEFT (south) beyond the picnic shelter. 
0.15 32.15 STOP (1-way) and Stidham Woods south entrance (2250N). TURN 
RIGHT (west) on CCR #50. 
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0.05 32.2 STOP (1-way) • TURN LEFT ( r-.·Juth:) on Lake of the Wooos Road. 
0. 45 32 • 65 Prepare to turn_ right. 
0.1 32.75 TURN RIGHT (northwest) Ctt cast entrance to the Lake of .:the \-Joods, 
l • 
Champaign County Forest Preserve. 
0.5 33.25 T-road frbm left. CONTINUE AHEAD (northwest). 
0.25 33.5 TURN LEFT (west) at intersection. 
0.15 33.65 Sangamon River to right. 
The ?angamon River is one of the major streams. draining east-ceh'tral 
Illinois. Its course inscribes a · great arc from near Gibson City, southwest-
ward to Decatur, and then northwestward to its confluence with the . Illinois 
River in Cass County. From · w~st of Rantoul, past Mahomet to Monticello, the 
Sangamon River flows above the Mahomet Bedrock V~lley. 
The present valley of the Sanganion River . through the _ ~·i~~? tr;lp 
area was established. by -a large meltwater stream during the adv~nc~. of ·the 
Woodfordian glac;ler!·to ·the . position of the Champaign Moraine. ' Meltwater 
- ' -' poured through the .Champaign Moraine and cut the present valley southward 
from Mahome'(. . As . the glacier front melted back from the" Champaign Moraine, 
the present valley was extended northward across the Champaign till plain 
toward the river's present headwaters c_lose to the Bloomington and Newtown 
Moraines. 
TURN LEFT (south). 
0.05 33.7 Cross .- Covered Bridge over the Sangamon River. 
0.05 33.75 TURN RIGHT (northwesterly) beyon~ bridg~. 
0.05 33.8 BEAR RIGHT (northwesterly). 
0.05 33.85 BEAR RIGHT (northwest). 
0.35 34.2 Early American Museum to left. CONTINUE AHEAD (northwest). 
0.05 34.25 STOP (1-way), State Route (SR) 47. -TURN LEFT (south). 
0.45 34.7 CAUTION, I-74 junction. 
0.1 34.8 I-74 underpass; Mahomet City Limits. 
•I ' • 
0.1 34.9 CAUTION, I-74 junction·. CONTINUE AHEAD (southwesterly). 
0.4 35.3 STOP (1-way), U.S. 150. TURN RIGHT (west). 
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0.25 35.55 Prepare to turn left. 
0.1 35.65 TURN LEFT (south) on SR 47. 
0.1 35.75 CAUTION, CR Railroad Crossing. 
0.2 35.95 Leave Mahomet City Limits. 
o.os 36.0 
0.4 36.4 
VIEW RIGHT of Urban Gravel Pit. CONTINUE AHEAD. {south). 
CAUTION, narrow Sangamon River bridge. Prepare to turn right 
beyond bridge. 
0.15 . 36.55 TURN RIGHT (west) on gravel road {2050N; 300E). 
0.6,5 37.2 
0.1 37.3 
0.2 37.5 
Prepare to turn right. 
TURN RIGHT (north) at lane to Pontiac Stone Company sign. 
Stop 7. Mahomet Sand and Gravel Division, Pontiac Stone 
Company. Discussion of outwash d~posits and collecting 
oppqrtunity. (W 3/4 NW~ Section 21, T. 20 N., R. 7 E., 
3rd P.M.; Mahomet 15-minute Quadrangle.) 
NOTE - This operation is dangerous. Therefore, you must have 
permission from the office to enter this property. D~ not throw rocks into 
the water or at other gravel and sand piles. Do not climb on the sand piles 
as you could become buried in loose sand ·and could suffocate. DO have a 
safe and enjoyable time looking at the operation and collecting _specimens. 
This stop provides an opportunity to examine some of the different 
types of water-laid sediments· that are found along this northeast-southwest 
segment of the Sangamon River. ·. This deposit is not considered to be a valley 
tr~in, which generally shows a lateral gradation from coarse to fine materials 
in a downstream direction. Rather, an examination of this pit and others in 
the neighborhood reveals stratified (layered) deposits. The sorting action 
of running water has produced alternating fine and coarse layers, but there 
does not appear ·to be any marked degree of overall decreasing grain size 
across the nearly thr~e-mile length of this deposit. The coarse layers 
indicate that the velocity of the water was high, and the water was able to 
transport the coarse material away from the melting ice front. The larger 
cobbles and boulders found in this deposit indicate that the source of the 
materials was nearby, as would be the case with the Champaign Moraine. Some 
of the layers are crossbedded, that is, laminations (beds) are inclined to 
the top and bottom of that layer. Stratification, sorting, and crossbedding 
are features of this deposit that show a response to a continually changing 
volume and velocity of meltwater. 
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There has been some question iGgarding. ·the age of these materials. 
R. C. Anderson, in his study of the sand and gravel resources of the county, 
considered them to be part of an outwash apron produced in front of' '·the 
Cerro Gordo Moraine. Some additional support for this conclusion may lie in 
a gravel pit a short distance to the north where a till-like material over-
lies the outwash in a few places. It is probable that this is the same till 
that forms the Champaign ·Mo·raine just ·to the rtorth and tit denotes an earlier 
and brief, more southern stand of the ice sheet. More recent studies have 
led J. ·T. Wickham, a Survey geologist t. to classify this: deposit as an outwash 
terrace more closely related to the formation of the ··champaign Moraine. He 
has noted the development of an extensive outwash plain in front of the 
Champaign Moraine which indicates that large 'volumes'· 'of meltwater were 
released as the ice front stood a couple of miles to the north of this 
locality. The gap in the moraine at Mahomet probably indicates the presence 
of a subglacial channel beneath the ice from which large volumes df meltwater 
carried considerable quantiti-es' of rock ntateri:als downstream. Later these 
materials may have been partially removed by meltwater from the Newtown and 
Bloomington glaciers which ·stood 15 to 20 miles farther north. The outwash 
is mantled with about 10 feet of. Peoria Loess. 
This outwash deposlt contains the greatest cqncentration of sand 
and gravel pits in the county. The pits here on this property were first 
opened dt,I_ring the Depression in ·:the· .-'early -1930s. Pontiac Stone Company 
acquired "the· ·property in 19-58.. A dredge is · used in this operation to 
recover sand and gravel ·from below the ·water le!vel; which represent's · the 
water table in this area. The dredge operates ·to a depth of 45' · f ·eet ·below 
water level. The total thickness of material recovered is between 60 and 
70 feet. A 150 hp electric motor powers a jet pump that creates a water jet 
for disaggregating the outwash material at depth. A suction pipe operates 
in conjunction with the wa·ter j'et. The suction pipe is fitted with a coarse 
screen so that it cannot . recover rocks larger than 6 inches in -diameter··.which 
would clog and/or damage the pipe. A 300 hp electric motor drives the' · 
suction pump which ' lifts the material from the bottom of the ·pit and drives 
it through the i 'ron pipe to the tower where it is· wet sieved.· The sorted .. · 
material is then carried via belt conveyors to the· appropriate storage piles. 
The coarse material from' this pit . is used la'rgely for decorative 
stone for· landscaping purposes, although considerable ·quantities· have been· 
crushed for use as a roadstone. Rock and mineral specimens may be collected 
from the coarser piles. Fossiliferous rock fragments arid some discrete 
fossils are present·· that were picked up by the ice ·as ·i •t · moved across 
Illinois and Indiana·. · 
. ·. 
0.0 37.5 Leave Stop 7. Retrace itinerary to Mahomet •. 
0.2 37.7 STOP (1-way). TURN LEFT (east) on gravel road. 
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0.75 38.45 STOP (2-way), SR 47. To the right, close to the corner and 
between the stop sign and the highway is a U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) metal witness post. The witness post and marker 
indicate that there is a bench mark close by. The bench mark 
is a metal tablet stamped "39 S 1928." This bench mark was 
placed in cooperation with the State and is 704 feet above MSL. 
TURN LEFT (north). 
0.15 38.6 CAUTION, narrow Sangamon River bridge. 
0.45 39.05 CAUTION, enter Mahomet. 
0.2 39.25 CAUTION, CR Railroad Crossing. 
0.1 39.35 STOP (2-way), junction with U.S. 150. TURN RIGHT (east). 
0.35 39.7 CAUTION, SR 47 junction to left. CONTINUE AHEAD (southeast). 
0.05 39.75 CAUTION, narrow Sangamon River bridge. 10 ton load limit. 
Leave Mahomet. 
1.95 41.7 I-74 access road, CCR #50 (525E). CONTINUE AHEAD (southeast). 
3.5 45.2 Prepare to turn left. 
0.15 45.35 CAUTION, TURN LEFT (north). 
0.05 45.4 Stop 8. Gate entrance to the old Champaign City landfill. 
(Part of E~ SW~ and part of SE~ NW~ Section 28, T. 20 N., 
R. 8 E., 3rd P.M.; Mahomet 15-minute Quadrangle.) 
THE OLD CHA}WAIGN CITY LANDFILL 
It is estimated that if we were given equal shares of the solid 
waste produced in homes and cities in the United States we would each 
receive about 5 pounds of junk, rubble, trash, and garbage daily--about a 
ton apiece per year. Here at the old Champaign City Landfill we can see 
where some of our shares were deposited. 
The landfill is a 90-acre area, now filled to capacity. West of 
the entrance about 10 acres have been planted with a legume-grass mixture. 
The rest is the bare surface of the 2-foot thick final cover of gray glacial 
till that buries the refuse. Two methods of burying solid waste in landfills 
are shown on figure 4. The trench method involves delivering the waste to 
a trench that is being filled from one end by alternating layers of com-
pacted refuse and earth. The area fill method builds a mound of compacted 
refuse on the land surface. Both methods are commonly used at one site. 
The earth material used for the daily and final cover on the refuse is 
excavated on the landfill site. 
final earth 
( 2 feet) 
doily earth cover 
( 6 inches) 
spreading and 
TRENCH METHOD 
Figure 4 Typical sanitary landfill me~ho~s 
for solid waste disposal in IllinOIS 
AREA FILL METHOD 
solid waste 
I 
~ 
----~- ;elotively impermeable 
clayey earth ( lar.gely 
glacial tiUs) 
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This is a good landfill site because the Batestown Till in which 
the refuse ;is .buried is thick and contains about 30 percent clay. Thick 
clayey tills are good containers for solid waste because water moves slowly 
through them, irt and out of refuse, and the clay minerals th~mselves remove 
some polluting metals dissolved in the liquids--the leachate--that forms in 
the .buried waste. 
Leachate forms when water in the ground mixes with the decomposing 
solid waste. It is a foul-smelling, oily, salty liquid that contains large 
amounts of bacteria and chemicals and some dissolved metals. Leachates are 
noxious and their movements need to be carefully controlled by landfill 
linings so that they do not enter surface water as springs emerging ~rom . 
the sides of the landfill or enter ground-water supplies in concentrated 
flows. 
There are advantages to the use of sanitary landfills for waste 
disposal. In a f.ew places, landfills are a .use for marginal land-unreclaimed 
strip mine areas, for example. Where earth material and ground-water condi-
tions are favorable, landfilling is a safe procedure. Certainly landfills 
are a great improvement over the open garbage dumps of the past, which were 
hazard-ridden ugly generators o.f odors, litter, pests, and fires. 
However, we would do well to find more efficient uses of waste 
materials. Nearly 14,000 landfills are operated to take in about 90 p'ercent 
of the nation's waste at an annual cost, in 1968, of more than 4.5 billion 
dollars. Illinois alone has about 250 operating waste disposal sites::• 
recorded with the State Environmental Protection Agency. These landfills 
consume land at an increasing rate as volumes of waste increase and limit 
the future usefulness of the land. ·Where landfilling alone is . the; disposal 
procedure, "waste" is wasted. Our refuse contains salvageable .metal, glass, 
and other solid materials suitable for construction materials, and there are 
organic contents that can be burned for fuel. Moreover, there are· many· areas 
where earth material and ground-water conditions are unfavorable to land-
filling and make it an expensive and a difficult procedure. Recently, we 
have been fo~ced to consider how we can afford the energy needed to trans-
port and to bury such huge volumes of waste. 
The operation of sanitary landfills in Illinois has been regulated 
by the Department of Public Health since 1965 and by the Illinois ·Environ-
mental Protection Agency since 1970. These agencies enforce regulations 
that were designed t9 insure that solid waste disposal facilities are 
located at such sites and are operated in such a manner that the physical 
environment and public health are protected. To assist· these agencies, · 
the Illinois State Geological Survey has evaluated the hydrogeologic condi-
tions and the pollut.ion hazards at proposed or operating waste disposal 
sites at the rate of about 100 a year for the past S, ·years. · Geochemical 
research at the Survey is evaluating the interactions between the chemicals 
in leachate apd the clay minerals found in landfill liners. 
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The question ··remains: what tc;> do with the landfill? The 
Champaign city government has , opeined the '!andfill to several groups for · 
conservation projects and has given favorable attention to a proposal .to . 
Iiiaktf the l~ndfill an educational project area for local schools. ·In the.· 
'·· spring of 1976," Champaign . s.chool students planted 10 acres of the area·• · .. 
Conservation students . from Jeffe~son Junior High and vocational agriculture 
students from Central and .Centennial High Schools hauled rocks, filled 
guliies., spread sewage plan.t sludge, and seeded the plot. In the fall of 
197.6,. an envi'ronmeri.tal group, Households Involved ·in: Pollution Solutions 
(HIPS) composted the bags . of leaves picked up by Ci·ty co:I:.lectiori in Challlpaign 
and composted them with siudge from the Sanitary District lagoorts. tn ~ach 
·case,. -municipal departments of both Champaign and Urbana made substanti_a1 
· contribution~. · · .' 
0.0 45.4 Leave Stop s. 
\ 
0.05 45.45 ~TOP (l~way); U.S. 150~ : .CAUT\QN, -TURN L~FT ~southeast_}. · 
•. 
, . 
1·.4 · 46.85 Cross 1-57 overpass. :I 
0.65 47.5 
1.05 48.65 
CAUTiqN ~ · t;liaffi:c signal,. N6RfH MA'f'flS AVBNtiB ·• CONTINlJE AHEAD 
(east) on Bloomington Road. ..r · .. • . • 
CAUTION, enter· C}:lampaign city limits'• 
; . : . .., 
CAUTION, traffic signal, North Pros-pect Av~nue (U.~. 1.50 turns 
right). CONTINUE AHEAD (southeast) on · Bloomington ~oad. 
0.7 49.35 STOP (4-way), North State _Street and 'Bradley Avenue. BEAR LEFT 
'(east) on :Sradley Avenue ;~ · · 
0.15 49.5 
0.25 49.75 
0~15 49.9 
CAUTION, traffic signal, North Neil: Street. 
(east). 
' . ' . 
CONTINUE AHEAD 
STOP (4-way), North Market Street. -CONTINUE AHEAD ·(east). 
CAUTION, ICG railroad Grossing. Several tracks • 
0.35- 50.25 · Utbana _city limits. 
. ·; 
0.55 50.8 . STOP (2-way) , ;North Lincoln Avenue. TURN RIGHT (south). 
·. 
0.7 5_1.5 CAUTION, CR railroad ·Cros~ing. 
0.05 st.s5 CAUTION, . ~raffic signal,West 
J • 
Unive-rsity, . Avenue. ·cONTINUE 
AHEAD (south). 
0.25 51.8 CAUTION, traffic signal, West Springfield Avenue. CONTINUE 
AHEAD (south). 
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0.15 51.95 CAUTION, traffic signal, West Green Street. CONTINUE AHEAD 
(south). 
0.1 52.05 TURN RIGHT (west) on West Illinois Street. 
0.15 52.2 TURN LEFT (south) onto the ramp for the upper level parking at 
the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts (NW~ SE~ NE~ 
Section 18, T. 19 N., R. 9 E., 3rd P.M.; Urbana IS-minute 
Quadrangle.) 
After parking your car, walk north down the ramp to the sidewalk 
and turn left (west). CAUTION, cross Gc odwin Avenue and walk west to 
Mathews Avenue about 700 feet (213 m) west of the Krannert Center. The 
Natural History Building is to the right (north) after crossing Mathews 
Street. 
Stop 9. The Museum of Natural History of the University of 
Illinois is located at the southwest corner of Green Street 
and Mathews Avenue, Urbana. Enter the second floor through the 
south, west, or north door. (SW~ SE~ NW~ NE~ Section 18, 
T. 19 N., R. 9 E., 3rd P.M.; Urbana 15-minute Quadrangle.) 
The Museum of Natural History was founded in the 1870's and con-
sists of displays and collections used for teaching and research in the 
fields of anthropology, botany, geology, and zoology. The second floor 
corridor contains botany and geology exhibits, mineral specimens and dio-
ramas. To go to the third floor, walk up the west-central stairway, which 
is near the swimming dinosaur (Plesiosaur) skeleton. 
The third floor corridor exhibits and the exhibit hall contain animal 
displays. Walk up the stairs at the rear of the Hall of Animals to the 
fourth floor. On this floor is the Hall of the Past - Indian, fossil, and 
gem and mineral exhibits - and the Hall of Birds. 
Conducted tours for small groups can usually be arranged by 
request to the Director of the Museum. Since research laboratories and 
classrooms are next to many of the display areas, please be as quiet as 
possible at all times. 
As noted earlier in the guide leaflet, the Illinois State Geolog-
ical Survey was headquartered in the Natural History Building from 1909 
until 1916. The Survey occupied a suite of rooms in the southwest part of 
the building in the basement (first floor) and above it on the second floor. 
END OF FIELD TRIP 
Property owners: Stop 8, Pontiac Stone Company, Rural Route 1, Mahomet, 
Illinois 61853. 
PLEISTOCENE GLACIATIONS IN ILLINOIS 
Origin of the Glaciers 
During the past million years or so, the period of time called the 
Pleistocene Epoch, most of the northern hemisphere above the 50th parallel has 
been repeatedly covered by glacial ice. Ice sheets formed in sub-arctic regions 
four different times and spread outward until they covered the northern parts 
of Europe and North America. In North America the four glaciations, in order 
of occurrence from the oldest to the youngest, are called the Nebraskan, Kansan, 
Illinoian, and Wisconsinan Stages of the Pleistocene Epoch. The limits and 
times of the ice movement in Illinois are illustrated in the following pages 
by several figures. 
The North American ice sheets developed during periods when the mean 
annual temperature was perhaps 4° to 7° C (7° to 13° F) cooler than it is now 
and winter snows did not completely melt during the summers. Because the cooler 
periods lasted tens of thousands of years, thick masses of snow and ice accumu-
lated to form glaciers. As the ice thickened, the great weight of the ice and 
snow caused them to flow outward at their margins, often for hundreds of miles. 
As the ice sheets expanded, the areas in which snow accumulated probably also 
increased in extent. 
Tongues of ice, called lobes, flowed southward from the Canadian 
centers near Hudson Bay and converged in the central lowland between the Appa-
lachian and Rocky Mountains. There the glaciers made their farthest advances 
to the south. The sketch below shows several centers of flow, the general 
directions of flow from the centers, and the southern extent of glaciation. 
Because Illinois lies entirely in the central lowland, it has been invaded by 
glaciers from every center. 
Effects of Glaciation 
Pleistocene glaciers and the waters melting from them changed the 
landscapes they covered. The glaciers scraped and smeared the landforms they 
overrode, leveling and filling many of the minor 
valleys and even some of the larger ones. Moving 
ice carried colossal amounts of rock and earth, 
for much of what the glaciers wore off the ground 
was kneaded into the moving ice and carried along, 
often for hundreds of miles. 
The continual floods released by melting 
ice entrenched new drainageways, deepened old ones, 
and then partly refilled both with sediments as 
great quantities of rock and earth were carried 
beyond the glacier fronts. According to some 
estimates, the amount of water drawn from the sea 
and changed into ice during a glaciation was 
probably enough to lower sea level more than 300 
feet below present level. Consequently, the 
melting of a continental ice sheet provided a 
tremendous volume of water that eroded and trans-
ported sediments. 
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In most of Illinois, then, glacial and meltwater deposits buried the 
old rock-ribbed, low, hill-and-valley terrain and created the flatter landforms 
of our prairies. The mantle of soil material and the deposits of gravel, sand. 
and clay left by the glaciers over about 90 percent of the state have been of 
incalculable value to Illinois residents. 
Glacial Deposits 
The deposits of earth and rock materials moved by a glacier and 
deposited in the area once covered by the glacier are collectively called 
drift. Drift that is ice-laid is called till. Water-laid drift is called 
outwash. 
Till is deposited when a glacier melts and the rock material it 
carries is dropped. Because this sediment is not moved much by water, a till 
is unsorted, containing particles of different sizes and compositions. It is 
also unstratified (unlayered). A till may contain materials ranging in size 
from microscopic clay particles to large boulders. Most tills in Illinois are 
pebbly clays with only a few boulders. 
Tills may be deposited as end moraines, the arc-shaped ridges that 
pile up along the glacier edges where the flowing ice is melting as fast as it 
moves forward. Till also may be deposited as ground moraines, or till plains, 
which are gently undulating sheets deposited when the ice front melts back, or 
retreats. Deposits of till identify areas once covered by glaciers. North-
eastern Illinois has many alternating ridges and plains, which are the succes-
sion of end moraines and till plains deposited by the Wisconsinan glacier. 
Sorted and stratified sediment deposited by water melting from the 
glacier is called outwash. Outwash is bedded, or layered, because the flow of 
water that deposited it varied in gradient, volume, velocity, and direction. 
As a meltwater stream washes the rock materials along, it sorts them by size--
the fine sands, silts, and clays are carried farther downstream than the coarser 
gravels and cobbles. Typical Pleistocene outwash in Illinois is in multilayered 
beds of clays, silts, sands, and gravels that look much like modern stream 
deposits. 
Outwash deposits are found not only in the area covered by the ice 
field but sometimes far beyond it. Meltwater streams ran off the top of the 
glacier, in crevices in the ice, and under the ice. In some places, the cobble-
gravel-sand filling of the bed of a stream that flowed in the ice is preserved 
as a sinuous ridge called an esker. Cone-shaped mounds of coarse outwash, 
called kames, were formed where meltwater plunged through crevasses in the ice 
or into ponds along the edge of the glacier. 
The finest outwash sediments, the clays and silts, formed bedded 
deposits in the ponds and lakes that filled glacier-dammed stream valleys, the 
sags of the till plains, and some low, moraine-diked till plains. Meltwater 
streams that entered a lake quickly lost speed and almost immediately dropped 
the sands and gravels they carried, forming deltas at the edge of the lake. 
Very fine sand and silts were moved across the lake bottom by wind-generated 
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currents, and the clays, which stayed in suspension longest, slowly settled 
out and accumulated with them. 
Along the ice front, meltwater ran off in innumerable shifting and 
short-lived streams that laid down a broad, flat blanket of outwash that formed 
an outwash plain. Outwash was also carried away from the glacier in valleys 
cut by floods of meltwater. The ~fississippi, Illinois, and Ohio Rivers occupy 
valleys that were major channels for meltwaters and were greatly widened and 
deepened during times of the greatest meltwater floods. When the floods waned, 
these valleys were partly filled with outwash far beyond the ice margins. Such 
outwash deposits, largely sand and gravel, are known as valley trains. Valley 
trains may be both extensive and thick deposits. For instance, the long valley 
train of the Mississippi Valley is locally as much as 200 feet thick. 
Loess and Soils 
One of the most widespread sediments resulting from glaciation was 
carried not by ice or water but by wind. Loess is the name given to such 
deposits of windblown silt and clay. The silt was blown from the valley trains 
on the floodplains. Most loess deposition occurred in the fall and winter 
seasons when low temperatures caused meltwater floods to abate, exposing the 
surfaces of the valley trains and permitting them to dry out. During Pleisto-
cene time, as now, west winds prevailed, and the loess deposits are thickest 
on the east sides of the source valleys. The loess thins rapidly away from 
the valleys but extends over almost all the state. 
Each Pleistocene glaciation was followed by an interglacial stage 
that began when the climate warmed enough to melt the glaciers and their snow-
fields. During these warmer intervals, when the climate was similar to that 
of today, drift and loess surfaces were exposed to weather and the activities 
of living things. Consequently, over most of the glaciated terrain, soils 
developed on the Pleistocene deposits and altered their composition, color, 
and texture. Such soils were generally destroyed by later glacial advances, 
but those that survive serve as keys to the identity of the beds and are 
evidence of the passage of a long interval of time. 
Glaciation in a Small Illinois Region 
The following diagrams show how a continental ice sheet might have 
looked as it moved across a small region in Illinois. They illustrate how it 
could change the old terrain and create a landscape like the one we live on. 
To visualize how these glaciers looked, geologists study the landforms and 
materials left in the glaciated regions and also the present-day mountain 
glaciers and polar ice caps. 
The block of land in the diagrams is several miles wide and about 10 
miles long. The vertical scale is exaggerated--layers of material are drawn 
thicker and landforms higher than they ought to be so that they can be easily 
seen. 
1. The Region Before Glaciation - Like most of Illinois, the region illustrated is under-
lain by almost flat-lying beds of sedimentary rocks--layers of sandstone ( ~~:.~·),limestone 
( ~), and shale ( -). Millions of years of erosion have planed down the bedrock (BR), 
creating a terrain of low uplands and shallow valleys. A residual soil weathered from local 
rock debris covers the area but is too thin to be shown in the drawing. The streams illus-
trated here flow westward and the one on the right flows into the other at a point beyond 
the diagram. 
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2. The Glacier Advances Southward - As the glacier (G) spreads out from its snowfield, it 
scours (SC) the soil and rock surface and quarries (Q)--pushes and plucks up--chunks of bed-
rock. These materials are mixed into the ice and make up the glacier's "load." Where 
roughnesses in the terrain slow or stop flow (F), the ice "current" slides up over the 
blocked ice on innumerable shear planes (S). Shearing mixes the load very thoroughly. As 
the glacier spreads, long cracks called "crevasses" (C) open parallel to the direction of 
ice flow. The glacier melts as it flows forward, and its meltwater erodes the terrain in 
front of the lee, deepening (D) some old valleys before the ice covers them. Meltwater 
washes away some of the load freed by melting and deposits it on the outwash plain (OP). 
The advancing glacier overrides its outwash and in places scours much of it up again. The 
glacier may be 5000 or so feet thick , except near its margin. Its ice front advances per-
haps as much as a third of a mile per year. 
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3. The Glacier Deposits an End Moraine - After the glacier advanced across the area, the 
climate warmed and the ice began to melt as fast as it advanced. The ice front (IF) is now 
stationary, or fluctuating in a narrow area, and the glacier is depositing an end moraine. 
As the top of the glacier melts, some of the sediment that was mixed in the ice accumu-
lates on top of the glacier. Some is carried by meltwater onto the sloping ice front (IF) 
and out onto the plain beyond. Some of the debris slips down the ice front in a mudflow (PL). 
Meltwater runs through the ice in a crevasse (C) . A superglacial stream (SS) drains the top 
of the ice, forming an outwash fan (OF). Moving ice has overridden an immobile part of the 
front on a shear plane (S). All but the top of a block of ice (B) is buried by outwash (0). 
Sediment from the melted ice of the previous advance (figure 2) was left as a till layer 
(T), part of which forms the till plain (TP). A shallow, marshy lake (L) fills a low place 
in the plain. Although largely filled with drift, the valley (V) remained a low spot in the 
terrain. As soon as its ice cover melted, meltwater drained down the valley, cutting it 
deeper. Later, outwash partly refilled the valley--the outwash deposit is called a valley 
train (VT). Wind blows dust (DT) off the dry floodplain. The dust will form a loess deposit 
when it settles. 
4. The Region after Glaciation- The climate has warmed even more, the whole ice sheet has 
melted, and the glaciation has ended. The end moraine (EM) is a low, broad ridge between the 
outwash plain (OP) and till plains (TP). Run-off from rains cuts stream valleys into its 
slopes. A stream goes through the end moraine along the channel cut by the meltwater that 
ran out of the crevasse in the glacier. 
Slopewash and vegetation are filling the shallow lake . The collapse of outwash into the 
cavity left by the ice b!ock's melting has made a kettle (K). The outwash that filled a 
tunnel draining under the glacier is preserved in an esker (E). The hill of outwash left 
where meltwater dumped sand and gravel into a crevasse or other depression in the glacier or 
at its edge is a kame (KM). A few feet of loess covers the entire area but cannot be shown 
at this scale. 
STAGE 
HOLOCENE 
WISCONSINAN 
(4th glacial) 
SANGAMONIAN 
(3rd interglacial) 
ILLINOIAN 
(3rd glacial) 
YARMOUTIIIAN 
(2nd interglacial) 
KANSAN 
(2nd glacial) 
AFTONIAN 
(1st interglacial) 
NEBRASKAN 
(1st glacial) 
TIME TABLE OF PLEISTOCENE GLACIATION 
SUBSTAGE 
Years 
Before Present 
7,000 
Valderan 
- 11,000 
Twocreekan 
- 12,500 
Woodfordian 
- 22,000 
Farmdalian 
- 28,000 
Altonian 
75,000 
175,000 
Jubileean 
Monic an 
Liman 
300,000 
600,000 
700,000 
900,000 
NATURE OF DEPOSITS 
Soil, youthful profile 
of weathering, lake 
and river deposits, 
dunes, peat 
Outwash, lake deposits 
Peat and alluvium 
Drift, loess, dunes, 
lake deposits 
Soil, silt, and peat 
Drift, loess 
Soil, mature profile 
of weathering 
Drift, loess 
Drift, loess 
Drift, loess 
Soil, mature profile 
of weathering 
Drift, loess 
Soil, mature profile 
of weathering 
Drift 
1,200,000 or mo:e 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
Outwash along 
Mississippi Valley 
Ice withdrawal, erosion 
Glaciation; building of 
many moraines as far 
south as Shelbyville; 
extensive valley trains, 
outwash plains, and lakes 
lee withdrawal, weathering 
and erosion 
Glaciation in northern 
Illinois, valley trains 
along major rivers 
Glaciers from northeast 
at maximum reached 
Mississippi River and 
nearly to southern tip 
of Illinois 
Glaciers from northeast 
and northwest covered 
much of state 
Glaciers from northwest 
invaded western Illinois 
(Illinois State Geological Survey, 1973) 
SEQUENCE OF GLACIATIONS AND INTERGLACIAL 
DRAINAGE IN ILLINOIS 
I. 
NEBRASKAN 
inferred glacial limit 
LIMAN 
Qlo cia I advance 
ALTON IAN 
glacial advance 
6. 
AFTON IAN 
major drainage 
I 
MONICAN 
glacio I advance 
WOODFORDIAN 
glacial advance 
KANSAN 
inferred glacial limits 
JUBILEEAN 
glacial advance 
WOODFORDIAN 
Valparaiso ice and 
Kankakee Flood 
YARMOUTH IAN 
major drainage 
SANGAMONIAN 
major drainage 
VALDERAN 
droi noge 
(From Willman and Frye, 11 Pleistocene Stratigraphy or Illinois. II ISGS Bull. 94, 
fig. 5, 1970.) 
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GLACIAL MAP OF ILLINOIS 
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1970 
Modified from mops by Leverett (1899), 
Ekblaw (1959), Leighton and Brophy (1961), 
Willman et al.(l96n, and others 
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older formations a long 
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BRYOZOANS TRILOBITE CRINOIDS BLASTOIDS 
Pterotocrinus 1 x Pentremites 2 x 
Phillipsia I x 
Rhombopora I x 
Archimedes I x 
Platycrinus 1 x 
BRACHIOPODS Pentremites 
CORALS 
Leptaena lx 
Triplophyllites I x 
Compos ita I x Spiriferina 
Spirifer I x 
• Brachylhyris I x Pugnoides 1 x Girlye//o 1 x Caninia 2t3 x 
Ortholetes 1 x Schucherlella 1 x Echinoconchus I x 
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